ABSTRACT. We consider compact n-dimensional minimal foliate CR-real submanifolds of a complex projective space. We show that these submanifolds are great circles on a 2-dimensional sphere provided that the square of the length of the second fundamental form is less than or equal 
INTRODUCTION.
CR-submanifolds of a Kaehlerian manifold have been defined by A. Bejancu [1] . These manifolds have then been studied by several authors. Among these are B.Y. Chen [2] , [3] , K. Yano, M. Kon, K. Sekigawa, and A. Ross [4] .
In particular CR-submanifolds isometrically immersed in complex projective space have been considered by K. Yano and M. Kon [6] . They We also have the following Gauss equation
where R(X,Y;Z,W) is the Riemannian curvature tensor of type (0, 4 
C/-HYPERSURFACES OF A COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE.
We consider an n-dimensional proper CR-hypersurface M of a complex projective space . [5] air( U X X) div(divX)X S( X, X) + 1 / 2 L Xg 2 V X 2 divX )2 (3.5) where S is the Ricci tensor and LXg is the Lie differentiation with respect to a vector field X, 
Using (3.1) and (3.2) we also have (3.7) Zig 7 eif, Veif) =.E.g( 7 ei,ej)a( 7 ei,ej) =iE,jg(JAei, ej)g(JAei, ej) 
